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GP4T Parking Terminal – GP4T User Guide
Limited Warranty
GREEN Center and GreenPro are registered trademarks of GREEN Center s.r.o.,
registered at the national Industrial Property Office (“ÚPV”), including graphical
formats.
The crossed dustbin symbol tells the user that, after the product life cycle
has terminated, it must be disposed of in compliance with the Waste Electric
and Electronic Equipment Directive in the EU. This Directive does not apply
only to this equipment but also to any accessories marked by this symbol.
GREEN Center follows a policy of continuous development and improvement of its
products, therefore, it reserves the right to make changes and improvements to the
product(s) specified in this guide, without any prior notice.
GREEN Center is under no circumstances liable for any loss of data or income or for
any strange, accidental, consequential or indirect damage caused in whatever way.
GREEN Center provides a standard warranty, corresponding to the warranty period set
out in the sales documents to the product – sales agreement, contract for work, invoice
or completion certificate. Certain system parts are not subject to this warranty but are
subject to a warranty corresponding to the equipment life cycle (e.g. the parking card
thermal printer of GP4T parking terminal – approx. 500 thousand print operations, the
laser scanner).
The equipment manufacturer or an authorized dealer will provide the necessary
consumable material – thermoprinter paper – in short delivery times and in the ordered
quantity. If you choose to use a different supplier, the qualitative parameters of
thermopaper must be approved by the equipment manufacturer or an authorized
dealer. If the user uses unapproved thermopaper, they risk losing the warranty in
relation to the equipment life cycle for the GP4T entry terminal parking ticket printer.
Despite our technicians’ professional care applied during the process of development,
component selection and equipment assembly, the device may show certain error-rate
in the order of hundredths per mille. Both the entry and exit terminals include detectors
that inform about vehicles presence in front of GP4T above the induction loop. The
detection of a vehicle above the induction loop is a quite complex technical process
that can be influenced by a variety of external factors. In rare cases, the coincidence of
some of these factors may cause an error in the detection with consequential nonstandard behaviour of system components. In this case, the manufacturer should not
be held liable for any damage to health or property caused by the GP4T product or by
other peripheral devices connected to GP4T.
The following principles must be observed to ensure good functioning of the
equipment:
1 – the regular cleaning of the guide path – the parking card dispensing slot. The
recommended cleaning interval is once a week.
2 – the performance of regular paid monthly (or quarterly at less frequently used
equipment) maintenance by a professional authorized service centre. If these
maintenance inspections are not contractually ordered with and performed by an
authorized service centre, the customer is no longer entitled to the supplier’s warranty.
3 – every 2 years, the performance of a general inspection.
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Regular maintenance set out in 1 above – the cleaning of equipment parts – is
performed by the customer’s (operator’s) own trained personnel, maintenance set out
in points 2 and 3 above has to be agreed between the customer and the manufacturer
or an authorized dealer.
This equipment uses a device – a barcode scanner – which is
classified as a CLASS 1 LASER product. The CLASS 1
PRODUCT label is located on the protective cover of the laser
inside of the device.
CAUTION: The use of control elements, adjustment or other interference with an open
barcode scanner may cause hazardous exposure. Customers are forbidden to perform
any maintenance on the laser scanner at any time. Under any circumstances do not
look into the laser beam even though the scanner might seem non-functional. Do not
open the scanner, if this could lead to direct sight into the apparatus by yourself or any
other person as failure to do so can cause dangerous exposure for eyes. Use of optical
tools with installed laser can lead to the risk of eye damage.
This User Guide is intended for maximum configuration of the parking terminal both for
the entry variant and for the exit variant. Therefore, it is highly probable the GP4T
parking terminal configuration that you have purchased will not contain all the
components specified below
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Prologue

Dear Madam,
Dear Sir,
you have become an owner of a new, improved product from GREEN Center – GP4T
parking terminal – GreenPro®. First, allow us to thank you for choosing this product.
The fact that you have chosen our company for the implementation of your plans
related to the management of car entries or parking is both binding and motivating for
us and for our future work.
The GP4T parking terminal is based on the expertise gained through the operation of
similar equipment, mainly of its predecessor, GP3T. The design of mechanical parts
emphasizes especially their simplicity which renders this product very reliable. This
was achieved by using certain components of serial production verified by long-term
use in difficult operating conditions, other parts were designed specifically for GP4T
using special technologies and surface finishes.
The combination of zinc plated varnished cabinet with stainless steel components is
suitable even for hard climatic conditions and can resist aggressive de-icing materials
used for road treatment. The internal heater with constant air circulation provides all
equipment installed in the parking terminal with an optimum operating temperature and
relative humidity.
The GP4T parking terminal is a result of design solution, careful selection of used
materials, constant inspection of parts during their production and assembly, observing
technical standards and technological procedures, long-term intensive testing and
operation trials. The product is thus suitable for intensive, non-stop, 24 hour operation,
in various climatic conditions with high durability and with minimum maintenance
requirements.
We believe you will be satisfied with our product. As our development division is
continuously working not only on further improvements but also on the new model
range succeeding type, we will appreciate your comments and inspiring ideas.
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS – this is the target of our company and we can only achieve
this by establishing communication between you and our company.
And final advice. Although we presume the GP4T parking terminal will be installed and
regularly serviced by an authorized service centre, please, read this Guide - you will
find here much useful information contributing to GP4T reliable operation. If you need
to preset parameters and make the setting, please, contact your dealer; definitely avoid
a trial-and-error method, you will avoid many problems and save much money.
We wish you to become a member of our SATISFIED CUSTOMERS group.
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Terminology – System of Type Indication

GP4T(U) [Xx]
Xx – Any number of two-digit abbreviations of installed
devices arranged in ascending alphabetical order
Type of the device: GP4T or GPU
Tab. 1 A list of most frequently supplied GP4T configurations

GP4T BpDi

The parking terminal equipped with a bar code printer and a
customer display. It is used as the entry for short-term parking.
The parking terminal equipped with a bar code printer, a display

GP4T BpDiPr and a contactless card reader.
It is used as the entry for both short-term and long-term parking.
The parking terminal equipped with a bar code printer, a display
and a contactless card reader completed with an intercom.
GP4T
It is used as the entry for both short-term and long-term parking
BpDiIcPr with the option of voice communication with the car park attending
staff.
The parking terminal equipped with a bar code printer, a display, a
bar code reader and a contactless card reader completed with an
GP4T
intercom.
BpBrDiIcPr It is used as the entry for short-term, congress and long-term
parking with the option of voice communication with the car park
attending staff.
The parking terminal control unit.
GPU
It is used for the exit with the point of sale at the exit.
The parking terminal control unit with a console and a contactless
card reader.
GPU Pr
It is used for the exit with the point of sale at the exit and with the
option to use long-term cards out of the point of sale.
The parking terminal equipped with a bar code reader and a
customer display.
GP4T BrDi It is used as the exit for short-term parking with the point of sale out
of the exit.
The parking terminal equipped with a bar code reader, a display
and a contactless card reader.
GP4T BrDiPr It is used as the exit for both short-term and long-term parking with
the point of sale out of the exit.
The parking terminal equipped with a bar code reader, a display, a
contactless card reader and an intercom. It is used as the exit for
GP4T BrDiIcPr both short-term and long-term parking with the point of sale out of
the exit and with a possibility of voice communication with the car
park attending staff.
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GP4T Description and Use

3.1 Parking Terminal Use
The GP4T parking terminal can be used at variety of different places, e.g. to regulate
entries/exits in high-capacity garages, hotel car parks, municipal and private car parks
or company parking areas. It can be also used as a part of toll collection systems on
motorways, etc.
Parking terminals are usually used together with automatic road barriers and possibly
with other accessories as entry/exit equipment of parking systems. Parking systems
are meant to be the equipment to regulate the movement of vehicles and people in
areas reserved for parking. This equipment is also designed for the collection of
parking fees from car park users as well as for preventing entries of unauthorized
visitors.

Fig. 1 GP4T – entry/exit terminal
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Description and Design of the GP4T Parking Terminal
Intercom

Terminal front panel

Display of 2x20
char./
Graphic display

Communication button

Ticket
dispenser
button

Bar code reader and
contactless card reader in
the scanner cover

Ticket
dispenser slot
Terminal side
doors

Parking terminal cabinet

Fig. 2 Entry terminal (front view)

The main mechanical parts of the parking terminal are described in Fig. 2. They are a
varnished cabinet with two doors on both sides of the parking terminal and a front
panel whose design may differ according to the parking terminal specific configuration.
As options, the parking terminal may include also an intercom, a display for the
communication with clients, a ticket dispenser button, a ticket dispenser slot (at the
entry terminal) or a bar code reader (for the exit) or both devices. Further, it may
include a contactless card reader antenna built-in the bar code scanner plastic frame or
the plastic frame of a different reader type or in the cover of the entry terminal printer
slot. As another option, the parking terminal may also include a text display of 2x20
characters or a colour graphic display.

3.3

Description of the Parking Terminal Internal Layout

The parking terminal internal layout is depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The Figures show
the internal layout of the most comprehensive parking terminal version – of the GP4T
BpBrDiIcPr entry terminal. This version provides the dispensing – printing of parking
cards and the reading of both bar code and contactless parking cards.
The layout of other parking terminal versions is very similar, only the components
irrelevant for the configurations of these particular versions are not included. Individual
configurations with particular components are listed in table Tab. 1.
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Fig. 3 Entry terminal (front view with the A, B cuts)
1.GP4T parking terminal cabinet 2. Parking terminal left door 3. Parking terminal right door 4.
Front panel
6. Intercom button 7. Display 8. Plastic front of the scanner– bar code reader, possibly with the
contactless card reader antenna 10. Distribution box with power supply 11. Plastic front of the
parking ticket printer slot, possibly with the contactless card reader antenna 12. Parking terminal
heater located in the right door 13. Distribution box of GPU located in the right door 14. Parking
terminal door locks 15. Holder of the thermo paper roll
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Fig. 4 Entry terminal (front view with the open door)
1. GP4T parking terminal cabinet 2. Parking terminal left door open 3. Parking terminal right
door open
4. Front panel 12. Parking terminal heater located in the right door 13. Distribution box of GPU
located in the right door

3.4

Description of the Parking Terminal Control Unit

The GP4T parking terminal operation and responses to external impulses are mediated
by the GPU smart microcomputer control unit Fig. 5. The power supply of this unit and
the wiring are secured via the power supply distribution box Fig. 6. The control unit is
placed in the distribution box inside of the right door and is identical for all currently
produced GP4T parking terminals. The differences consist only in the mounting of
reduction connectors for the connection of readers. The control unit function and, thus,
the parking terminal behaviour are fully programmable and allow various types of
operations as well as the connection of a wide range of peripherals.
The distribution box contains terminals for the connection of mains power supply
voltage (30) from the power supply source and from the barrier. Further, it contains
terminals for the connection of galvanically separated inputs (35) and outputs (31),
connectors for RS-232 for the connection of readers and a printer (32), USB
connectors (33) for the connection of a keyboard and, possibly, of further supported
USB devices and the connector for the connection of a display via the LVDS logic. The
connection of intercom is made via the Ethernet (37). Both Ethernet ports are in the
SWITCH function with the maximum throughput of 100Mb/s.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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connection of power
supply voltage
(31) Terminals for the
connection of outputs
(32) 3x connectors for the
connection of a printer
and readers

(33)USB connectors for
the connection of a
keyboard
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(35) Terminals for the
connection of inputs
(36) MicroSD card with
configuration

(37) 2x connector for the
connection of Ethernet

(38) Connector for the
display connection

Fig. 5 Distribution box of the GPU control unit

The power supply distribution box is used for the power supply of the whole parking
terminal and for the switching of the power supply voltage. The supply of 230V is
connected to the Supply Terminal (66), null and earthing bridge (68). The voltage is
lead over the main switch (61) to terminals of the next Supply Terminal (66) where the
following devices are connected: the heater, the power supply source (60) and,
possibly, the power supply of other peripherals that are switched off by the main switch
(e.g. the barrier power supply). The Maintenance Socket of 230V (62) is also placed in
the distribution box. !!! Warning! The maintenance socket is continuously live, even if
the main switch is turned off !!! Further, relays (67) are placed in the distribution box for
the switching over of the semaphore and the Vacant/Occupied information display.
Their output contacts are supplied directly 230V and the output is again brought to the
terminals of the supply (66).
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(60) Power supply
(65) Terminals of power
supply voltage of 24V
(66) Terminals of the
supply and of the
elements that are to be
switched 230V
(61) Main switch
(62) Maintenance output
socket 230V

(67)Relay for the
switching of the
occupancy information
display and semaphore
(68) Null and earthing
bridge

Fig. 6 Power supply distribution box
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Description of the Parking Ticket Printer

(40) Lever for the paper pressing

(41) Levers for the cutter tilting

(42) Paper outlet

Fig. 7 Ticket Printer Henglstler

(43) LED diodes indicating the
printer status

Lever for the paper pressing
(40)

(44) Screws for the printer
removal and for the setting
of its horizontal position

Fig. 8 Ticket Printer Henglstler with front cover and
holder
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(46) Turning scroll wheel for
manual shift of the paper
(47) Place of the paper
entering from the roll

(44) Four screws for the
printer removal and for the
setting of its horizontal
position (on the lower part of
the holder)
Fig. 9 view of the Printer attachment to the terminal

The parking ticket printer is one of the most important and sensitive components of the
whole parking system. Therefore, it needs to be handled with utmost care. The printer
is depicted inFig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
The main parts of the printer include the printing mechanism and the cutter for
separating individual parking tickets, secured by plastic clapms. The printer is attached
to the holder in the parking terminal via screws with buttefly nuts (44). At the same
time, the screws with butterfly nuts are adapted for the horizontal setting of the printer
position in relation to the ticket dispenser slot.

!

Warning: The connection or disconnection of the printer cables can be done only if
the power supply is switched off! Otherwise, the controller or the control unit might be
irreversibly damaged.
The paper path runs from the roll placed on the paper holder under the paper clamp;
further, the paper goes through the opening for the paper entry (47) to the printing
mechanism and to the cutter and, through the paper outlet (42), it continues to the
parking ticket dispenser slot (11) in the parking terminal front panel. The way how to
insert paper will be described in the chapter Loading a new paper roll into the printer.
If the lever (40) has been
pulled entirely in the direction
from the printer, the printer is
ready to print.

On the contrary, if the lever
(40) has been pressed, the
print head is lifted up and
paper is released.

Fig. 10 Lever positions for paper pressing
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Hengstler Printer Cleaning

The printer should be cleaned by a trained worker. The print head cleaning should be
performed within the interval of one to three months depending on the frequency of
use. For the cleaning of the print head, special cleaning papers are to be used. Via the
blue turning scroll wheel, these papers are inserted into the printer and are run below
the print head several times.
WARNING: During the cleaning, the printer MUST be disconnected from the
power
supply!
Regular cleaning of the printer is a precondition for the warranty claim to be recognized
in case of the print head damage. The type of the used cleaning paper has to be
approved by the parking system supplier.

3.7

Description of the Heater

As some of the parking terminal components need a constant and guaranteed
temperature for their functioning, the parking terminal must be heated during the winter.
Another function of the heater is to prevent the condensation of air humidity on
components and on the cabinet walls. The heater is a very simple device comprising of
a fan and a heating coil (600-700W) Fig. 11. The thermoregulator (51) switches the
heater on and off. Overheating of the heater is prevented by a heat fuse which is part
of the heating coil. The fuse returns automatically after the temperature settles.

!

Under any circumstances DO NOT cover the intake (52) or exhaust (49) vents of
the heater, DO NOT leave any objects close to these vents, mainly inflammable
objects, as this could damage the heater and even cause a fire!!!

(49) Vents for hot air outlet

(50) Heater cover

(51) Thermoregulator

(52) Intake vents for cold air

Fig. 11 Heater GPX Ht
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General Maintenance

4.1

Handling the Receipt Printer Paper and the Printer

Changing paper in the printer is one of the most common tasks done by the attending
staff during normal operation. It is a very simple task, however, as the printer is a very
sensitive device, any handling has to be done extremely carefully. Usually, the
paper is changed after the sensor (54) has indicated “Lack of paper”. This means, the
first step is to remove the remaining paper.

4.1.1

Removing the Loaded Paper Roll

First, we will release the paper in the printer by pushing the blue lever of
the paper pressing (40). After that, we can safely pull the paper out of the printer.
We will lift the paper roll including the removable core (53) from the paper holder,
we will pull the core (53) out of the paper roll and take the roll out.

4.1.2

Loading a New Paper Roll

We will place the new paper roll in the middle of the holder. The best is to start from the
bottom to have sufficient space for this act.
After placing the paper roll, we will insert the metal core (53) to the middle of the roll
and settle it to the holder. The paper roll has to be placed in such a way as the paper
unwinds to the printer from the upper side. We will pull the paper pressing lever (40)
Fig. 9 in the direction to ourselves. The red LED indicating the printer status (43)
should stop shining. After the paper has been inserted in the printer, the printer should
wind the paper up automatically and print a test ticket. In this way, also the fact whether
the paper has been inserted correctly, will be checked.
Important notice: Only one side of thermo paper is sensitive. Therefore, the
paper should always be inserted in such a way to be directed to the printer from
the upper part of the roll! The paper unwinds from the roll to the printer (47) over
the paper stretcher (55)!

(53) Removable core of the
paper roll (on a chain)

(54) End of paper sensor

(55) Paper stretcher

Fig. 12 Thermo paper roll holder
GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Removal of the Printer

If the paper gets stuck in the ticket dispenser slot or if the printer needs to be checked
because it does not print tickets, it is important to remove the printer from the parking
terminal. First, we will take the paper out of the printer, see Chapter 4.1.1. By releasing
4 screws (44), we will be able to remove the printer backwards from the holder base. In
this way, the printer will be easily accessible for cleaning, adjusting, etc.

4.1.4

Cleaning of the Printer

If the printer has been removed from the holder base, it may be a good idea to check
whether it is clean. By releasing the paper pressing and blowing through the printing
mechanism and the cutter, we can remove a paper residue and dust.

Fig. 13 Position of the printer in the GP4T terminal

4.1.5

Screws (four) (44) for the
printer removal and for
the setting of its
horizontal position

Re-installation of the Printer

If the printer is ready and all required acts have been performed, we can return the
printer back to the holder. We will insert the printer back to the grooves of the printer
holder. We will force the printer paper outlet (42) to the plastic front of the slot (11).
Subsequently, we will tighten the four screws with butterfly nuts (44) to secure the
printer. Do not use excessive force when tightening the screws to avoid causing
damage to the thread in the plastic body of the printer!

4.2 Handling the Heater
4.2.1

Setting Temperature for Automatic Switch On

Under normal conditions, there is no need to change the temperature setting. There
are only two cases when the change of this might be needed: 1) the heater overheats
and the heat fuse switches it off too often and 2) it is too cold inside of the cabinet and
the inner parts become wet due to high condensation. The setting of
the temperature switch is done by turning a round button that is placed
on the thermal bimetallic regulator of the heater (51). The temperature range
is -10 - +50°C. The printer can print at the temperature as low as 5°C but, if the
temperature falls below this value, condensation may occur easily.
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Restarting the Heater after the Heat Fuse Switch Off

If the heater stops working but the fan continues to operate, it means the heat fuse of
the heater spiral has switched it off. The heat fuse works automatically, i.e. it is able to
restart itself automatically.
The heat fuse may switch off when the vents are partly or completely covered or the
fan is out of order. Therefore, make sure the intake and exhaust vents of the heater
remain always uncovered and check manually whether the fan works!

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Building Arrangement and Installation of the GP4T Parking
Terminal

5.1

Building Arrangement and Mechanical Installation

The prerequisite for the installation of the parking terminal is the creation of a horizontal
concrete base at the site of installation, if possible, in the form of a concrete block
reaching the non-freezing depth made of the B20 concrete mortar. The size of this
concrete base should be 500x500x600mm at minimum – see Fig. 14
During the covering of the place with concrete, we can plant an anchorage set to the
place of installation. This set consists of 4 pcs of bent roxors, made of Fe round bars
on whose upper part, there is the M10 thread, and the anchor board with pre-drilled
holes. These holes in the anchor board define exactly the spots where roxors should
be placed. The anchor set Fig. 14 can be ordered together with the parking terminal.
Please, pay attention to the anchor set layout with regard to the direction of
vehicles drive.
The concrete base should be finished about a week before the expected installation
date at the latest to allow for the concrete to mature. We will place the parking terminal
onto the prepared set (4 protruding roxors with threads, anchor board), i.e. onto the 4
bolts and fasten it from
Fig. 14 Anchorage of the parking terminal

Prior to covering, remember to install 2 – 3 pcs of feed through insulators (depending
on the required number of cables) into the concrete base for the power supply cable,

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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barrier cotrol cable, semaphore cable, etc. The cabling outlet should be located into the
intersection of diagonals of roxor outlets
The parking terminal can be also installed on an already existing concrete base on
condition this base provides a good-quality, horizontal concrete surface of sufficient
thickness. In this case, 4 holes of
places of the parking terminal attachment. We will plant the PU plugs of 10x80mm or
steel anchors of 10x80mm via fortifying screws or the parking terminal bolts over
10.4mm washers and fasten. Some minor insufficiencies in the surface evenness
should be corrected using washers in such a way the upper level of the parking
terminal was horizontal in two different directions within the water level tolerance (the
air bubble between markers).
After the mechanical installation has been completed, it is important to check whether
the device is firmly fastened to the surface. Due to the pressing of the button, forces
are transferred over the parking terminal cabinet to its attachment to the base. These
forces and possibly also insufficiently solid attachment can make the whole barrier
attachment loose in a very short time.

Fig. 15 Dimensions of the parking terminal anchor set

5.2

Cables, Feed through Insulators

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, feed through insulators have to be placed in
the centre of the anchor set prior to covering it with concrete. The number of feed
through insulators depend on the use of the parking terminal. For cables, thick-walled
plastic feed through insulators of the 50common; for induction loops, the
. When laying feed through
insulators into the ground, pull all cables or an auxiliary wire through the insulators
beforbefore filling the cable trench with soil/concrete.

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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400mm

Soil
Protective foil

500-600mm

Sand bed
Feed through insulators and
cables
Fig. 16 Feed through insulators layout
Important! Avoid stepping on feed through insulators. Even small damage makes
a feed through insulator completely useless. First, lead the feed through insulators
from the installation site outlets vertically to the depth of at least 40 cm under the level
of the concrete surface. Then, bend the feed trough insulators in an obtuse angle and
lead them horizontally in the required direction. Laying the feed trough insulators in the
appropriate depth not only means meeting the required technical standards but also
preventing them and the cables inside from damage during other operations such as
drilling at the place of installation. Make sure the feed through insulator outlets are
topped with watertight and soiltight covers. Lay the feed through insulators into the
sand bed and cover them with an additional sand layer that is to be at least 5 cm thick.
Cover the sand layer with a plastic foil and then cover with soil Fig. 16
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6

Connection of the Parking Terminal to Electricity

6.1

Description of the Control Distribution Box Signal Terminals

Fig. 17 Description of the Control Distribution Box Signal Terminals

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Termin Signal description
al

Target device

T6,T10 +24V power supply of inputs from the barrier

Barrier

T2,T3 - pole of power supply of inputs from the barrier

Barrier

IN3

Signal of the closing detector under the barrier

Barrier /detector

IN4

Signal of the presence detector at the terminal

Barrier /detector

IN7

“Barrier closed“ limit switch signal

Barrier

IN8

“Barrier open“ limit switch signal

Barrier

OUT3 Command for the barrier to close “CLOSE“

Barrier

OUT4 Command for the barrier to open “OPEN“

Barrier

LAN

Connection to the Ethernet LAN network

Switch

Tab. 2 Description of important signals

The recommended connection of the signalling part is depicted in the above scheme
and the table states the description of important signals.
The above connection is designed for standard configuration and the
significance of individual inputs and outputs can be changed via configuration.
Please, always check whether the connection corresponds to the control unit
software configuration.
Important notice: All inputs and outputs are galvanically separated. Never join
two different power supplies (from the barrier and from the internal source), if
the power supply from the barrier is connected!
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Description of the Control Distribution Box Power Terminals
Fig. 18 Description of the Control Distribution Box Power Terminals

There is a switch in the distribution box that switches off the power supply of the
heater, the barrier and the internal power supply source. The “switched on“ status is
indicated by a warning light. The socket is continuously live – it does not depend
on the switch status! Only the phase is used on all terminals described below. The
neutral and the earth wires are connected to the blue and green bridge placed beside
the terminals.
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For the connection of electrical parts of the system, use always an approved and
sufficiently dimensioned type of cable.
Termin Signal description
al

Target device

T5, T6 Power supply phase 230V

Power supply
distribution box

T7-10

Barrier, heater, power
supply, etc.

Output power supply phase 230V for peripherals and the
power supply source

Tab. 3

The connection of a semaphore for traffic control and the Vacant/Occupied information
display is specified in the scheme. The neutral and earth wires connected directly to
the blue or green bridge while the phases are connected directly to the base of a
corresponding relay. Caution, when the relay is on, it connects 230V directly to the
relevant device!

GREEN Center s.r.o.
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Technical Parameters
Product:

GP4T Parking Terminal

Indication:

GP4T Xx, GPU Xx

Material:

Steel metal plate of 2mm thickness, fibreglass of 4 mm
thickness

Surface treatment:

Zinc plated + powder coating RAL9006, RAL6029

Cabinet dimensions:

1170x400x410 (H x W x D)

Weight:
Power supply

41Kg
230V/6A

Power consumption:

Max. 750W

Mains:

TN-S

Protection:
Control:

IP 54
Microprocessor- ARMv7-M Cortex-M3 control unit

Input signal voltage:

24V DC

Display:

2x20 characters of 9mm height, underlit LCD /320x240,
graphic LCD 5.7“

Print:

Thermal printing

Printer useful life:
Used paper:

500 000 tickets
Thermo sensitive

Capacity approx.

500-5000 at max. tickets

Bar code scanner:

multi-beam technology, Laser CLASS 1

External operating temperature range:
-20°C to +45°C (with the heater active)
Operating temperature range inside of the device:
5°C – 60°C
Time of acclimatization via the built-in heater:

1 hour

External storage temperature range:

-20°C to +70°C

7.1

Parking Terminal Disposal

Upon the expiration of the parking terminal service life – the expected service life of the
parking terminal is 10 years at minimum – the GP4T parking terminal has to be
disposed of in compliance with the Government decree N. 17/2003 Coll. and Act n.
188/2004 Coll. and in compliance with the effective Waste Act.
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Fig. 19 Parking terminal – GP4T entry/exit terminal
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Certification
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